Assignment for Course: due Monday Sept 28 by email to Stellar site for ESD 70: http://stellar.mit.edu/S/course/ESD/fa09/ESD.70/

The Assignment has 2 parts:

Part 1:
1. Modify the “self assessment exercise”, http://ardent.mit.edu/real_options/ROcse_Excel_latest/Excel_Class.html, by making the deterministic demand and cost of operation as some variation of the values gives on posted version. (This is so that you can demonstrate that you can do the analysis with your own data.) Generate your final deterministic demand in year three using the RAND() function
2. Complete the exercise
3. Turn your results in as a short report that you would submit to the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of the company. That is, create some text to explain what you have done and what you recommend based on your numbers.

Part 2: Please provide some thoughtful comments about which elements of this short course were most helpful to you, and what you might discard in favor of some other material. My colleagues and I would appreciate this feedback so that we can provide a better service next time. This is the fourth time we have tried this, and recognize we always have a lot to learn about the best way to do this. I expect this to be one or two paragraphs, but if you desire to write more, please do not feel limited.

Thank you!

Richard de Neufville